
Please reach out to your teacher if you
would like to have a mystery reader
come visit your child’s class! It can be a
parent, grandparent, nanny, aunt, older
sibling, cousin, anyone important to
them!
If your child has to start an antibiotic
for any reason, they must be on the
medication for 24 hours before
returning to school.

Discovery Museum Visit
This month was focused on liquids
and solids. The kids were able to
try making their own coolers to

keep their ice cold!

Mass Wildlife Animal Tracks Visit
Miss Pam visited all classes in February to teach about animal print tracking. The kids learned to recognize
different paw prints. They also got to see and touch deer antlers, turtle shells, and turkey feathers. The

older classes even went outside to try and find signs of animal life in our own playground!
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UPCOMING DATES
The 8th installment of our tuition payment plan
is due March 1st.
March 6th & 20th: K class goes to Teamworks
March 11th: Conferences- No School 3s and 4s
March 12th: Conferences: No School all classes
March 13th & 14th- Visit from a local dentist
and Yoga
March 29th: Good Friday- No School

This month we are looking for
donations of children’s socks.

Thank you for your donations!

Happy March! We are looking forward to enjoying the snow, while also
getting excited to spend some warmer days outside! Camp info is out and

included below!

REMINDERS



March Focuses:

Color: Green
Shape: Diamond

Letters: S,T,U
Numbers: 1-10

“Cooking with kids is not just about ingredients,
recipes and cooking. It is about harnessing
imagination, empowerment, and creativity.”

Literacy Skills

Reading and following directions
Number recognition

It gives them a whole new
vocabulary, for example, words like
beat, whisk, fold, one-fourth, and

sift.
Learning words like sweet, sour,

tart

Math and Science

Counting
Units of measuring

Fractions
Temperature

Measuring time
Materials changing from solid to liquid and
liquid to gas. For example, the melting of

butter or the bubbles created when mixing.
Chemistry: the idea that multiple

ingredients, when combined together, can
create something completely new. 

What can we learn from baking?

Life Skills:
Teamwork

Taking turns
Family bonding

Dexterity- cutting with knife (when age
appropriate)

Hand-eye coordination

Exploring their senses. 
If you’re baking bread, for example, kids can listen to

the whir of a mixer, pound dough and watch it rise,
smell it baking in the oven and finally taste the warm

bread fresh from the oven. 

At Home
Connections



Miss Tanya’s Summer Camp

WoodlandWoodland woodland@gmail.com
508 366-5700

woodland@gmail.com
508 366-5700


